Are verbal orders prohibited?

This resource is part of the AMA's Debunking Regulatory Myths series, supporting AMA's practice transformation efforts to provide physicians and their care teams with resources to reduce guesswork and administrative burdens.

The myth

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and The Joint Commission (TJC) prohibit verbal orders.

Debunking the myth

To our knowledge, there are no federal regulatory prohibitions on the use of verbal orders, though CMS regulations and guidance for hospitals are clear that CMS frowns upon verbal orders in the medication context. While CMS regulations and TJC standards do identify recommendations for the use of verbal orders, there are relatively few regulatory requirements specific to their use.

Physicians in Medicare-participating hospitals can use verbal orders as well as pre-printed and electronic standing orders, order sets, and protocols. Verbal orders may be enacted immediately by
individuals who are administering care within the scope of their licensure, certification, or credentialing.  

There are no CMS limitations on the use of verbal orders in the community (ambulatory care) setting.

**Background**

Verbal orders are spoken orders given by a physician or other Licensed Independent Practitioner (LIP) to a person authorized to receive and record them in accordance with applicable policies, laws, and regulations. Some physicians and health care systems have come to believe that verbal orders are not allowed due to federal health care policy and regulatory agency rules. Patient quality and safety organizations have cautioned the practice of verbal orders due to concerns about risks they may introduce in some circumstances. Most health care systems have their own policies concerning verbal orders, restricting or setting guidelines for their use. Additionally, while state laws may limit if and how verbal orders may be used, CMS and TJC do not prohibit verbal orders.

**Regulatory clarification**

1. According to CMS, verbal orders must be dated, timed, and authenticated promptly by the ordering practitioner or by another practitioner who is responsible for the care of the patient. That practitioner must be acting in accordance with State law, including scope-of-practice laws, hospital policies, and medical staff bylaws, rules, and regulations. CMS regulation states that verbal orders must be dated, timed, and authenticated promptly by the ordering practitioner or by another practitioner who is responsible for the care of the patient. The receiver of a verbal order must date, time, and sign the verbal order in accordance with hospital or clinic policy.

2. In January 2007, CMS added a provision to the Nursing and Medical Records Condition of Participation requiring for the next five years that all orders including verbal orders be dated, timed, and authenticated within 48 hours. This CMS policy was temporary, and lapsed in January 2012 when the 48-hour requirement for authentication of verbal orders was eliminated.

3. The use of repeat-back of the order by the documentation assistant is encouraged, especially for new medication orders. Documentation assistants who are not authorized to submit orders should leave the order as pending for a certified or licensed personnel to activate or submit the orders after verification. Transcribing orders into the EHR while providing documentation assistance is not considered a verbal order. Verbal orders are different because they are expected to be acted upon immediately by individuals who are practicing within the scope of their licensure, certification, or practice in accordance with law and regulation as well as with organizational policy.
4. TJC standards do not specify the time frame for authentication of documentation. Organizations are free to determine the time frame for completion of authentication, however the timeframe must comply with any applicable state or local laws or regulations.6

5. TJC standards provide that all types of personnel performing documentation assistance, both in ambulatory and hospital settings, may, at the direction of a physician or another LIP, enter orders into an EHR.1,5 An LIP must authenticate the verbal order as soon as practical, verifying it with their dated and timed signature. This authentication may be performed by the ordering practitioner, or by another practitioner involved in the care of the patient.

6. In general, federal regulations and accreditation agency standards do not require authentication of verbal orders within a specific time frame. These requirements are usually in state licensure regulations. Therefore, it is important to be familiar with any pertinent state-specific laws and regulations to ensure full compliance.
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Resources

- Download this myth: Verbal orders (PDF)
- CMS §482.23(c)(3)(i), Page 42 (PDF)
- AMA Team-Based Care STEPS Forward Toolkit
  - Individual roles and scope of practice will be defined in accordance with your state’s laws.
- AMA Pre-visit Laboratory Testing STEPS Forward Toolkit
- AMA Creating the Organizational Foundation for Joy in Medicine™ STEPS Forward Toolkit
- AMA STEPS Forward® Saving Time Playbook for physicians: 3 strategies
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